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Custom, Manners and Law
First of all, permit me to congratulate the
members of the graduating class upon the successful completion of their respective courses.
You will count the years you have spent here
among the most precious and happiest of your
life. Here you have formed friendships and attachments which will endure as long as you live.
Here you have been introduced to storehouses of
learning from which you may draw without
limit and at your pleasure. You are now about
to enter upon another phase of your lives. Many
of you no doubt will shortly commence your life
work. In the coming years you will realize more
fully than you now do the value of the discipline
and training which you have received here at
the hands of youT teachers. I wish each and all
of you a happy, prosperous and successful life.

Editor's Note:
Marvin B. Rosenberry has been active in the
legal profession in VVisconsin since he was
graduated from th~ Universitf of Michigan with
the LL.B. degree 111 1893. His law practrce, b~gun in Wausau, carried him steadily to a position of prominence both as an attorney and as a
citizen of the state. In 1916 he was called to the
Supreme Court of Wisconsin as justice by appointment. Since that time he has been made
Chief Justice of the highest court of the state.
In 1926 he received the ho11orary degree of
LL.D. from the University of Michigan. He
has been a membtr of the Lawrence College
Board of Trustees since June 1930.
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In casting about for a suitable subject for this
address, it occurred to me that it might be well
for someone to do a piece of research work on
the custom 'Of having commencement addresses.
Why students, who have been lectured fo for
four years should be sent out of an institution
with one last lecture ringing in their ears, has
always impressed me as a curious thing. It is,
I presume, something in the nature of a farewell, something in the nature of an iITtroduction
[3]

to what is to follow and so quite naturally takes
the form of a lecture or address.
So much has been said and written in the last
decade in regard to law-making, law observance
and law enforcement that a discussion of some
of the problems suggested by writers and spea~ers upon these subjects may not be inappropriate upon an occasion of this kind. I think most
people who have not given the matter espe~ial
attention and study think of law as somethmg
ex:lraneous to and apart from life. They think
of it as something imposed by a higher authority
or a more powerful will upon a subject population. That there is a relation between the life of
the people which is governed by a law an~ t11;e
development of the law itself is a fact wluch 1s
not generally recognized. It is quite natural that
law should be so regarded by those who look
upon it only as a rule of conduct.

ciety, these childish notions of ·the relation of
law to life continue with it and are seldom given
any thought or attention. Most of us think of law
as something to be obeyed or ignored or evaded
as the case may be.

In the short time at my disposal rt is my purpose, if I can, to relate the development of law
to the life of the people <the law governs. In this
task I have been greatly assisted by an address
delivered by Lord Moulton in 1921, entitled "Law
and Manners". Because in this connection it is
one of the most helpful addresses I have ever
read, I shall make no apology for the fact that
this address is very largely an amplification and
adapta•tion of Lord Moulton's thought. He was
a distinguished English judge, statesman and
administrator. The address is said to have been
extemporaneous; but even if this is true, the address must have been the result of many years
of study and meditation.

The child begins its life experience in the
home where it is governed by certain more or
less arbitrary rules imposed upon it by parental
authority. When it attends a church school it is
laught other rules of conduct imposed by a Supreme Being. vVhen it reaches the day school,
it encounters another set of rules imposed by the
teachers and school authorities. On its way to
and from. school it recognizes in the policemen
the embodiment of still other rules of conduct.
That it should see no relation -b etween the rules
thus imposed upon it and its own life is therefore not strange but very natural. As the child
grows up and becomes a member of adult so-

Custom, manners and law all deal wHh human
conduct. From the time we begin our existence
as children in the cradle until we leave this world
we live in relation to other human beings. The
fad that we live in close association with other
personalities like our own gives rise to certain
customs, habits and traditions governing these
relations. These customs arc of very ancient origin. They long preceded recorded hiS'tory and
no doubt began to evolve with the very beginning of the human race. Their development
went on for untold ages until gradually there
arose through experience certain practices
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which were observed generally by the more
dominant and intelligent members of the community. A study of the origin of these customs
or habits is of great interest. They may have had
their beginnings in the efforts of parents to protect their children, of individuals to gain subsistence, and of united action in resisting the attacks of enemies. Whatever the process may
have been, it was undoubtedly long and extremely painful. Many of the lessons thus
learned became impressed so deeply upon the
human mind and heart that we now call them
instinctive.
Lord Moulton divided the field of human conduct into three great domains. First, the domain of positive law. With this domain we are
all more or less familiar. In this domain our actions as members of society are governed very
largely by fixed rules which may be enforced by
the governing authority through court action.
These rules must, at least in theory, be obeyed.
They are laid down for the purpose of promoting the welfare of the group as a whole and to a
considerable degree in an effort to protect the
weak from aggression by the strong, to secure
good order and protection against enemies. They
constitute the foundation of an ordered society.
At ·the other extreme lies the domain of free
choice. This domain is not so great in extent as
at first blush it appears to be. As individuals we
meef at every •turn limitations upon our conduct
imposed upon us by circumstances attendant
upon our experience. If a person says, "I will
[6]

do as I please", even in determining what he
pleases to do, that person must of necessity consider his relation to other individuals and so to
society in general. While this domain of free
chorce is not of great extent, it is of much importance. That an individual should have certain freedom of thought and action is recognized
by every intelligent person. It is in this domain
that spontaneity, originality and energy are
born. Here lie the beginnings of all those intangibles which go to make up what we call personality. All efforts down through the ages to
extend the limits of freedom and secure the
blessings of liberty have been fo a large extent
efforts to enlarge this domain of free choice.
We have described it in the Declaration of Independence as the right to the pursuit of happiness. It is the right to those things which give us
the grea'lest scope for our natural abilities and
enable us to be of the greatest service to ourselves and to those around us. In a society where
a potential scholar is compelled fo be a soldier,
a born artist is made into a plowman, one who
loves the fields and forests is shut up in a factory, the domain of free choice is small indeed.
The extent of this domain is subject to many
variations due to changing conditions and circumstances under which the group lives. It is
limited by positive law and at times H is enlarged when matters which have been in the domain of positive law are again set over into the
domain of free choice.
Between the domain of positive law and that
of free choice lies another great domain, which
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Lord Moulton designated as the domain of
obedience to the unenforceable. In this domain
we are not free to choose as we would. Our
choices are necessarily limited by our duties and
obligations to our fellows and while these claims
upon our consideration may not be legally enforceable they are nevertheless very real and
very vital. While Lord Moulton designated this
as the domain of manners, he included within it
what we ordinarily refer to as duty and morals
although he said it ex-tends beyond both duty
and morals. It involves all those things which
are considered to be matters of taste. In defining manners as he does, Lord Moulton gives the
term a much wider significance than it ordinarily has. We ordinarily use the word to refer to
deportment or behavior. As he uses it, it includes all ,that and what is ordinarily included
in custom, tradition, duty, good morals, and all
else that goes to make up the distinctive elements of <the life of a group.
The significance of this domain of obedience
to the unenforceable can scarcely be over-estimated. The extent of this domain in any civili;i:ation measures the trust of the nation in its
citizens and indicates the manner in which citizens discharge that trust. Mere obedience to law
does not measure the greatness of a nation. A
s'lrong and energetic ruler can obtain almost
complete obedience from a timorous and cringing people. On the other hand, where citizens
fail to recognize their responsibilities and liberty
grows into license and some limitation is demanded, we have strong evidence of diminishing

capacity to enjoy the benefits of freedom. So
long as a people observes the canons of good
taste, good morals, recognizes and does its duty,
no positive law will be needed, or if any, at least
very little. It is only when a considerable part
of the popula'tion departs from these canons that
it is necessary to invoke the law-making power.
This is why, in a very real sense, the extent of
the domain of obedience to the unenforceable is
a most accurate index to the moral, spiritual and
intellectual qualities of a people. Under such circumstances customs arise calculated to serve the
interests of society in general. These customs
tested by long experience, have a sanction almost as great as that of positive law, the essen·tial difference being that in one instance a penalty may be inflicted and in the other, the offender is subject only to the censure of public
opinion.
From what has been said it must be apparent
that no fixed and immovable boundaries separate the domain of free choice from the domain
of obedience to the unenforceable or from the
domain of posHive law. The boundaries of these
domains are shifting and variable but within are
embraced the whole field of human conduct. It
is this fact which makes the extent of ·the various
domains so vitally significant. If thoughtless and
superficial citizens make matters which belong
in the domain of obedience to the unenforceable
subjects of free choice and so impair or destroy
the rights of others, the consequence is 1hat the
domain of free choice must be restricted not
only fQr the offenders but for everyone else by
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means of the enactment of a rule of positive law.
On the other hand, if a rule of positive law is. so
generally observed as to make the law useless
and obsolete, it not infrequently happens that a
part of the domain of positive law lapses into the
domain of freedom of choice. If in the field of
obedience to the unenforcearble there are developed through experience customs which are
generally recognized to be valid and necessary
to the happiness and prosperity of the group as
a whole and yet any considerable number of
citizens fail to observe these customs, the result
will be the enactment of a rule of positive la·w
which shall embody the custom and so make it
legally enforceable.
This analysis made by Lord Moulton discloses
to you the nature of the law developing process.
Justice Oliver Wendall Holmes very wisely said
that law was the product of experience, not of
logic. We carry with us by record and tradition the crystallized experience of the ages
which have preceded us. Life did not begin with
a statute. In the beginning there was no custom. Custom grew out of experience and the
statute out of the custom so that both are immediately and directly related to human life and
human experience. In the light of this analysis
let us endeavor to disclose the relation of some
present day problems to our national life. Why
do we have so much discussion in regard to obedience to the law? It is because for some reason
the moral and spiritual fiber of a sufficient number of citizens has so weakened as to lead them
to disregard not only standards of conduct in the

domain of obedience to the unenforceable but
standards of conduct set up by governmental authority. This is significant ,b ecause it shows a
weakening or disintegration of those forces
which have brought our civilization to the point
where it now is. To some extent, no doubt it is
due to the fact that in recent years not only in
this country but throughout the world, there has
been a persistent movement to enlarge unduly
the domain of positive law. Whether this is the
result of the more general acceptance of the
democratic ideal in government or some other
cause, it is impossible for me to say. Because
under a more autocratic form of government
laws were often more rigidly enforced, the idea
seems to have been evolved that all that is necessary to procure a change in human conduct in
any particular field is to enact a law requiring it.
This has led to a vast number of experiments in
law-making, a great many of which have been
most unfortunate. Whenever :the law-making
process precedes group experience, it is almost
inevitable that there should be serious mistakes.
This effort to enlarge the domain of positive law
also ignores another factor which is vital in our
civilization. So long as matters remain in the
domain of obedience to the unenforceable, citizens generally have a sense of personal responsibility for social welfare. All those forces which
generate what we refer to as duty, morals, good
taste, and good manners operate to bring about
right conduct. When, however, these matters
are removed from this domain and placed in the
domain of positive law, these forces no longer
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operate in the same way. The government having taken over the control of the matter, citizens
do not have the same strong sense of personal
responsibility for the general welfare. Many
law makers do not realize the force of the sanctions which obtain in the domain of obedience
to the unenforceable. These sanctions are generally grouped under the title "public opinion".
That these sanctions are very strong and potent
admits of no doubt. How strong these sanctions
are may best 'b e indicated by reference fo one of
the most tragic events that ever occurred upon
the high seas. In the early spring of 1912, a
great steamship was preparing to sail on its
maiden voyage from England to the United
States. Its owners were very desirous that it
should leave the dock at the time scheduled. The
time arrived and still preparati'Ons were incomplete. For one thing, there were not enough life
boats on board to enable the crew and the passengers to be taken off in case of accident. The
weather was promising and those in charge decided to take the risk. The Titanic was constructed according to the most approved plans
of marine engineers. It was assumed that its
bulkheads divided the ship into water-tight compartments and that in: case of an accident to one
compartment, the ship would still float. The Titanic had a distinguished passenger list and set
sail with everyone on board happy and assured
of a safe passage. It happened that the Arctic
winter had broken a little earlier than usual and
that icebergs had found their way to a point
farther south than could be reasonably expected.

In the night the great steamship under a full
head of steam struck one of these icebergs, tearing a great hole in her side and within a short
time it was realized that the ship must sink despite the predictions of the marine engineers.
Then happened a most significant thing, illustrating the sanction that obtains in the domain
of obedience to the unenforceable. Both passengers and crew knew that someone must be left
with the sinking ship. As a matter of fact fifteen
hundred persons lost their lives. The men stood
back and said: "Ladies and children first",
knowing that in so doing they went to an almost
certain doom. No law required this, no statutory
penalty could have been inflicted for failure to
observe this canon of good taste and good manners. The thing that impelled these men knowingly to risk their lives was that it was a rule of
conduct which obtains among men who call
themselves gentlemen. Here in the midst of this
dark Atlantic night, in the face of certain death,
the sanction still held. The force of the rules of
conduct which lie in the domain of obedience to
the unenforceable is not often so dramatically illustrated, nevertheless it exists and in a greater
or lesser degree, manifold demonstrations of its
existence are made in the every day life of civilized societies.
A little thought will indicate still more clearly the potency of the standards which obtain in
the domain of obedience to the unenforceable.
Most of the things that appertain to our daily life
are governed by rules of conduct established in
this domain. We conform to certain manners
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and modes of dress. These customs have almost
tyrannical force. One not infrequently hears it
said that one might as well be dead as out of
style, and certain it is, that individuals sacrifice
their health, their future prospects and sometimes even commit criminal offenses in order to
conform to social customs. The architecture of
our homes, our conduct in eating and in social
gatherings and in substantially every relation in
life are affected by these customs which are
oftentimes more carefully observed than the
rules of positive law itself, violation of which
may be followed by the infliction of a serious
penalty. It is in this domain of good manners
that are disclosed the real character and the
genius of a people. The significance of what lies
in this domain cannot be overestimated and anything which tends to weaken the sanctions which
obtain in this domain or to destroy the standards
set up :there, should be regarded with a good
deal of serious questioning.
When matters are lifted out of the domain of
obedience to the unenforceable and placed in
the field of positive law, one sanction is substituted for another. For the sanction of public
opinion there is substituted the sanction of a
court-inflicted penalty. In innumerable cases it
has been proven that the sanction in the domain
of public opinion is more powerful than that of
the law itself. This is shown in the way in
which laws relating to personal conduct have
operated in actual practice. Attempts to regulate styles in dress and other regulations which
affect strongly the individual taste of people al-

most invariably fail in their purpose. The two
sanctions clash with the result that the sanction
of a legal penalty proves to be weaker than the
sanction of public opinion. It is quite evident
also that when rules of conduct are left in the
domain of obedience to the unenforceable they
are much more flexible, much more adaptable
and therefore much more useful socially than
when they are incorporated into a rigid statute
which in theory at least should be impartially
enforced. If a man wishes to walk down the
street ,vithout raising his hat when he meets a
lady, he may do so, thereby subjecting himself
to the criticism of the public. If he has a sufficient reason for his conduct, he will be little or not
at all moved by this criticism. If he has not, he
will undoubtedly conform or if he does not, he
will be regarded merely as an unmannered individual. I have dwelt somewhat at length upon
this matter because it seems to me it is important in a consideration of the present relation of
these various domains to each other.
Reference has already been made to the fact
that especially in the last half century, there
has been throughout the world a vigorous movement to extend the domain of positive law. This
movement is not peculiar to any country. It is
certainly common to all western countries. The
cause of this widespread movement is not difficult to ascertain. With the coming of the socalled industrial revolution and especially with
the great improvements which have taken place
in :transportation and in communication since
the time of the Civil War, fundamental changes
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have occurred in the life of all western peoples.
The problems with which we are dealing today
are not the problems of one hundred years ago
multiplied iby five or ten or any other numeral
but are problems essentially different in their
nature. A hundred years ago we were essentially a rural people but the census of 1920 disclosed
that nearly sixty per cent of our population
dwell today in cities and towns. Moreover, the
invention of the internal combustion engine and
its application to transportation, have enabled
the life of the city to dominate the country so
that the census does not disclose the real extent
of this change. Rules of conduct applicable to a
rural society have proven inadequate when applied to great urban centers. We are still trying
in a large measure to govern our great cities on
a plan that was suitable for the government of a
rural village of a hundred years ago. We try
to run our railroads on the ,b asis of laws that
were evolved for the operation of a stage coach
line. Poor relief is administered on a basis that
had its origin prior to the sixteenth century. In
Wisconsin, down to 1929, and today in many
other states, the status and rights of children
were determined by a statute enacted in the
reign of Queen Elizabeth and copied into our
laws. In our thinking we still apply the old slogans derived from centuries of experience upon
the farm, and yet are discouraged because the
response is not adequate to meet the demands of
modern life. Although'. England has been a predominantly industrial country for more than a
century, the farming element, :the owners of the

great estates of England, are just now losing
their grip upbn English affairs. To be sure they
long since recognized changed conditions but
now as a result of increased taxation the great
estates are being broken up and with the loss of
their estates the nobility is losing much of its
power and influence. This change from a rural
to an urban society has been so rapid that it did
not admit of the development of rules of conduct through experience. New situations were
created almost overnight and it was necessary
that something be done. The forces of the new
social order were so strong and so intelligently
directed that they threatened to overrun the situation if left to their own devices. Therefore
legislatures still thinking in terms of the old rural order set up obstacles. Some of these were
necessary, some were unnecessary, some were
properly designed, many of them were pure experiments, all of them had yet to be subjected to
the test of practical operation. When legislatures attempted to deal with this new situation,
they immediately commenced to take out of the
domain of obedience to the unenforceable, large
sections of human conduct and set them over
into the domain of positive law, oftentimes having very little regard to the effect of such procedure upon the whole domain of human conduct. Without intending to do so, legislatures
often weakened the sanctions which obtained in
the domain of obedience to the unenforceable
and failed to provide adequate sanctions in the
domain of positive law with the result that individuals were confused and gradually there
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grew up a lack of respect for the law-making
power as well as for the laws which were formulated by it. It would take a long time to follow
out the development of this tendency in all its
ramifications. That all this has had a profound
influence upon our life cannot be doubted. It
has led not infrequently to a disregard of law
and consequently to a failure to observe the law.
This is most unfortunate in any form of government but especially so in a democracy. If
we have no respect for and do not obey the laws
of our own creation, then certainly we are unworthy of the blessings of a democratic government. There is a good deal of evidence that this
movement is being properly appraised and intelligent efforts are being made to avoid some of
the undesirable consequences referred to. The
essential thing is a study of conditions to ascertain as a matter of fact just where the country
now stands so there have been set up great factfinding organizations by the national government, by some of the states, by some of the great
foundations, and some under the auspices of
universities.
The work of these fact-finding organizations
will be most significant but neither these organizations nor the legislatures nor any other organized group can do much without the intelligent support of the people of the country. The
greatest threat of our national life today is the
indifference of our people to affairs of government. We regard the right to life, property and
the pursuit of happiness as eternally established
and impregnable to the assaults of those forces

which we see operating in the lives of other nations. We are prone to regard ourselves as immune from the ills which affect other countries
because we are a democracy or in some way different from our neighbors. Their customs, manners and laws are the production of their civilization. Our customs, manners and laws are the
production of our civilization and the same
forces which operate upon their national life operate upon ours. The method of attack may be
different, the point where the assault is made
may vary, but we arc not essentially different
from our cousins across the water and the ills
that afllict them are almost certain to affiict us.
It has been well said that eternal vigilance is the
price of liberty and I therefore call upon you as
you go forth from these halls to concern yourselves with these fundamental problems of our
national life. I ask you of what use is it for a
man to accumulate property, amass wealth, and
gain power if disruptive forces gain the upper
hand and our whole civilization is imperilled or
seriously weakened. Some measure of a person's time and ability should be given to the protection of those who are to come after him. We
can leave to our children no more precious heritage than that of a sound democratic government. If we are to maintain our institutions in
accordance with the plan laid down by our
forefathers, we must see to it that the boundaries
of these three great domains of human conduct
remain intact and that they be not thoughtlessly
destroyed. We must leave in the domain of
obedience to the unenforceable those things
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which constitute the major concerns of life. The
preservation of order and the protection of
society against the encroachments of destructive
agencies very properly belong in the domain of
positive law. W c must seek to enlarge and not
restrict the domain of free choice if we are to
have anything corresponding to the liberty for
which our forefathers fought and died. We
cannot sit idly by and sec this domain frittered
away and encroached upon by thoughtless and
ill-advised enthusiasts. Above all, we must maintain the boundaries of the domain of obedience
to the unenforceable. In this domain we will
demonstrate our real capacity to be a self-governing democratic people. W c must recognize
the tyranny of majorities as well as the tyranny
of an autocracy. We must not await until our
personal interests are invaded but we must look
with suspicion on any movement which tends to
destroy the boundaries of this domain. We
should seek to strengthen the sanctions which
obtain in this domain. vVe should try to build
up an intelligent public opinion which will make
it unnecessary to fasten upon the people a rigid
and inflexible slalule. We should seek as a
measure of self-protection, to build up a respect
for law, an obedience to law because it is law.
You today b ecome the inheritors of a noble tradition. You go out from this college to become
a part of its alumni. Upon your future conduct
depends very much the future of this institution.
Here you have received instruction and have developed capacity which should enable you to
deal with public affairs. The founders of this

college gave much that you might enjoy the
privileges which you have had here. Your faculty from its president down have made and are
making many sacrifices because they believe
that the boundaries of these three great domains
of human conduct can be best preserved by an
intelligent and well informed people. Through
you they are making their contribution to the
cause of good government. I hope and believe
that you will not disappoint them and that in
your hands the future is safe.
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